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Day Trip To Bognor
Fiddler’s Dram

Chorus:
[G] Didn’t we have a [C] lovely time 

the [G] day we [D] went to [G] Bognor
A [C] beautiful day we had [G] lunch on the way 

and [A7] all for under a [D]pound you know
Then [G] on the way back I [C] cuddled with Jack 

and we [G] opened a [D] bottle of [G] cider
[C] Singing a few of our [E7] favourite songs 

as the [A7] wheels [D7] went [G] round [D]

[G] Do you recall the [C] thrill of it all 
as we [G] walked a-[D]long the [G] sea front

[C] Then on the sand we [G] heard a brass band 
that [A7] made a tiddly [D] tum ta ra ra

[G] Elsie and me had [C] one cup of tea 
then we [G] took a [D] pedalo [G] boat out

[C] Thrashing away as we [E7] sailed round the bay 
as the [A7] wheels [D7] went [G] round

Chorus

[G] Wasn’t it nice eating [C] chocolate ice 
as we [G] strolled a-[D]round the [G] fun fair

[C] Then we ate eels on the [G] big ferris wheel 
as we [A7] sailed above the [D] ground but then

We [G] had to be quick ’cos [C] Elsie felt sick 
and we [G] had to find [D] somewhere to [G] take her

I [C] said to her lad “what [E7] made her feel bad?”, 
“’Twas the [A7] wheel [D7] going [G] round”

Chorus

continued…
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[G] Can’t you still hear the [C] noise on the pier 
as we [G] took a [D] breath of [G] sea air

[C] Having a go at [G] every side show 
we [A7] passed along the [D] way we had

Our [G] fortunes told when it [C] turned a bit cold 
and we [G] had a go [D] at the tom-[G]bola

It was [C] such a surprise, ’cos [E7] I won a prize 
when the [A7] wheel [D7] went [G] round

[G] Didn’t we have a [C] lovely time 
the [G] day we [D] went to [G] Bognor

A [C] beautiful day we had [G] lunch on the way 
and [A7] all for under a [D]pound you know

Then [G] on the way back I [C] cuddled with Jack 
and we [G] opened a [D] bottle of [G] cider

[C] Singing a few of our [E7] favourite songs 
as the [A7] wheels [D7] went [G] round [D]

[G] Elsie and me, we [C] finished our tea 
and we [G] said good-[D]bye to the [G] seaside

[C] Jumped on the bus, [G] Flo said to us 
“Oh [A7] isn’t it a [D] shame to go”

[G] Wouldn’t it be grand to have [C] cash on demand 
and to [G] live like [D] this for [G] always

It [C] makes me feel ill when I [E7] think of the mill 
and the [A7] wheels [D7] going [G] round

[G] Didn’t we have a [C] lovely time 
the [G] day we [D] went to [G] Bognor

A [C] beautiful day we had [G] lunch on the way 
and [A7] all for under a [D]pound you know

Then [G] on the way back I [C] cuddled with Jack 
and we [G] opened a [D] bottle of [G] cider

[C] Singing a few of our [E7] favourite songs 
as the [A7] wheels [D7] went [G] round

[C] La la la la la la [E7] la la la la la [A7] la [D7] la [G] la
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Wand’rin’ Star
Sung by Lee Marvin in Paint Your Wagon

Written by Alan J. Lerner (lyrics) and Frederick Loewe (music)

[C] I was born under a wan-[G]d’rin’ [C] star
[C] I was born under a wand’rin’ [G] star

[F] Wheels are made for rollin’, mules are made to pack
I [C] never seen a sight that didn’t look [G] better lookin’ back

[C] I was born under a wan-[G]d’rin’ [C] star

[Em] Mud can make you pris’ner and the [Bm] plains can bake you dry
[Em] Snow can burn your eyes but only [Bm] people make you cry
[Dm] Home is made for comin’ from for [Am] dreams of goin’ to
[Dm] Which with any luck will never come [G] true

[C] I was born under a wan-[G]d’rin’ [C] star    <<<<<
[C] I was born under a wand’rin’ [G] star

[F] Do I know where hell is, hell is in “Hello”
[C] Heaven is “Good-bye forever, it’s [G] time for me to go”

[C] I was born under a wan-[G]d’rin’ [C] star
A [C] wan-[Am]d’rin’ [C] wan-[G]d’rin’ [C] star

[Em] Mud can make you pris’ner and the [Bm] plains can make you dry
[Em] Snow can burn your eyes but only [Bm] people make you cry
[Dm] Home is made for comin’ from for [Am] dreams of goin’ to
[Dm] Which with any luck will never come [G] true

[C] I was born under a wan-[G]d’rin’ [C] star
[C] I was born under a wand’rin’ [G] star

[F] When I get to heaven, tie me to a tree
Or [C] I’ll begin to roam and soon you [G] know where I will be

[C] I was born under a wan-[G]d’rin’ [C] star
A [C] wan-[Am]d’rin’ [C] wan-[G]d’rin’ [C] star
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optional intro is to hum to the end of
this line to the left, then add on:

A [C] wan-[Am]d’rin’ [C] wan-[G]d’rin’

(still humming), then start singing from
the beginning


